This paper presents a novel approach to track multiple moving objects using the levelset method. The proposed method can track different objects no matter how they are rigid, non-rigid, merged, split, with shadows, or without shadows. At the first stage, the system proposes an edge-based camera compensation technique for dealing with the problem of object tracking when the background is not static. Through such camera compensation, different moving pixels can be easily extracted through a subtraction technique. Thus, a speed function with three ingredients, i.e., pixel motions, object variances, and background variances, can be accordingly defined for guiding the process of object boundary detection.
Introduction
Tracking multiple moving objects is an important problem in many applications like video surveillance [1] - [4] , video retrieval [12] , teleconference, and so on. In the past, there have been a number of researchers [1] - [11] who have devoted themselves to investigating different methods for solving this problem. These methods can be categorized according to the following two issues: how to characterize the tracked objects and how to track them. For the first issue, we can describe an object with different features like curvatures [2] , colors [4] , region textures [13] , contours [11] , or moments. Among them, the most commonly used feature for object tracking is "contour" [11] . However, before tracking, this approach requires the contours being manually assigned in advance, that is, some markers are previously required to be set along the boundaries of the tracked objects. More importantly, the contour-based method cannot handle the problem if the tracked objects have some merging or splitting activities. For the second issue, two common schemes are the Kalman filter [14] and the block matching technique [15] . The Kalman filter is a useful tool for motion prediction but time-consuming in real-time applications. The block matching technique is effective in slow object motion estimation but often fails when images have large light changes. Recently, the level set method has become more popular in object tracking.
The technique converts the tracking problem into a higher dimensional space, from which the desired optimal solution can be more accurately derived. Thus, better convergence properties can be found and lead to many successes in various applications [5] , [16] . In this approach, a curve is embedded as a zero level set of a higher dimensional surface function.
Through defining a proper speed function, the desired curve is gradually evolved and obtained by minimizing a cost function, which is calculated locally based on image gradients curvatures but globally on shapes and poses of the objects. With a simple initialization, the moving objects even split can be well tracked. However, in case that the background is not static, this approach will fail to track objects since motion information cannot be well obtained. On the other hand, if any unexpected shadows exist, the approach also cannot accurately locate desired objects and result in the failure of consequent analysis works, e.g., counting objects, recognizing objects, analyzing the behaviors of these objects, and so on.
In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for solving different problems in tracking multiple objects by taking advantages of a level-set technique. In this scheme, an edgebased camera compensation method is first proposed to estimate desired camera motions from video sequences for making the background be static. Different from other compensation techniques, this method has better capabilities to stitch images having large displacements and light changes. Then, pixel motions can be easily extracted through a background subtraction. The motion information can drive a speed function to provide different pushing or pulling forces for locating desired objects by using a level-set method.
The speed function is parameterized with three ingredients including pixel motions, object variances, and the variance of background. T hen, desired moving objects can be successfully detected and tracked through curve evolutions. Furthermore, an object relation table is created to analyze different object behaviors. However, the success of all above video analysis mainly depends on the assumption that analyzed sequences cannot include any shadows. For most tracking approaches [1] - [11] , if some unexpected shadows exist, the accuracy of following content analysis will be much disturbed and degraded. Therefore, in this paper, a coarse-to-fine approach is adopted to eliminate unwanted shadows using a shadow modeling technique. Different from other color or intensity-based methods, this method takes advantages of shadow geometries to fully remove unwanted shadows from video sequences. In this paper, a Gaussian function with three features including illumination properties, positions, and orientation of shadows is adopted to model various shadows. T he features can precisely reflect different shadow properties at various conditions and thus provide good capabilities for completely eliminating unwanted shadows.
Experimental results are provided to prove the superiority of the proposed system. Section 2 briefly describes the level set method. Details of the proposed method are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes details of the shadow elimination method and Section 5 shows the experimental results. Some concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
Level Set Method
The level set technique was proposed by S.J. Osher and J.A. Sethian [5] . The technique has been applied into a wide range of applications, including fluid mechanics [5] - [6] , combustion [5] , computer animation, image processing [6] - [7] , [16] - [19] , and so on. In what follows, some brief reviews of the level set method are discussed.
Zero Level Set
Like Fig.1(a) , the black circle represents an object's boundary. The object boundary will change according to different time like Fig. 1(b) . The z coordinate is the level set function f and the set of the curve when 0 f = is named as the zero level set. When the time changes, the level set function f and the object boundary will also change. However, the new boundary can be easily obtained from the zero level set 0 f = .
Level Set Equation
In order to track an object boundary, the level set function f is set to be zero, i.e.,
where X() t is the vector of any dimension coordinates of an object and will change according to t . Then, based on the chain rule, we have
where
It is assumed that the boundary contour moves toward its normal direction with the speed F defined as follows:
That is the so-called the level set equation. 
where t D is the time difference, 
Multiple Object Tracking System Using a Level Set Technique
As discussed before, in this paper, a novel approach is proposed for tracking multiple objects based on the level set technique. This approach includes five components, i.e., camera compensation, background subtraction and thresholding, object tracking, shadow elimination, and object status analysis. Different from other level-set based methods, the proposed system can handle the problem when the background is not static and the case when some unwanted shadows appear in the analyzed sequence. The whole flowchart of this system is illustrated in Fig. 2 
Background Compensation
When analyzing video sequences, if the camera is not static, the background will change at different time and should be first compensated for well tracking objects. In this paper, the camera is assumed to have only translation movements ever larger. Then, an edge-based method is proposed to estimate all possible translations between any two adjacent frames.
The proposed method has better capabilities to compensate images if they have large light changes and large displacements. Through examining different k for all || kW < , the set x S can be obtained.
On the other hand, let P , we also can define a distance function h d as: Once xy S is obtained, we want to determine the best translation from xy S through a block matching technique. In this technique, the measure of sum of intensity differences is used to denote the difference between two region blocks, i.e., 
Edge-based Translation Estimation Algorithm:
Assume a I and b I are two adjacent image frames.
Step 1: Apply a vertical edge detector to find the sets Step 2: Determine the set x S of possible horizontal translations from Step 3: Apply a horizontal edge detector to find the sets Step 
xy keke VV the coordinates of , ke V . Fig. 4 shows the result of camera compensation, where (c) is the result by applying the above camera compensation method to (a) and (b).
Background Adaptation
After camera compensation, the background of a surveillance scene can be considered still.
However, due to different light changes, the background will gradually change at different time. In order to overcome this problem, a background adaptation scheme should be adopted for well tracking objects. Assume (,)
k Ixy and (,)
k Bxyare the th k frame and the background respectively. Using the previous L images, the background can be adapted by:
where L is set to be 100 in this paper and i w is the weighting factor. Let where
Image Difference and Binarization
In this paper, the level set technique is used to detect and track different moving objects.
The success of this technique strongly depends on a proper speed function F for guiding the process of curve evolutions. This paper uses three ingredients for defining the F, that is, the pixel motions, object variances, and background variances. In what follows, details of methods to obtain the above three ingredients are described. 
Object Detection
Once the variances 
Then, the discrete approximation of f((),) Xtt is then represented by f used here for speeding up the efficiency of object tracking. The whole object detection and tracking algorithm can be summarized in details as follows:
Step 1: Initialize the level set function f 0 ij and set n=0.
Step 2: Calculate f 
and (19) , respectively.
Step 3: Find the curve +1 n C from f +1 n ij =0 with the narrow-band technique [5] . Set n = n+1.
Step 4: If
is not changed (the same as n C ) or the iteration is enough, then stop; otherwise go to Step 2. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 and show the results when different pedestrians appear in the video sequence. Different from other tracking techniques, the proposed level-set method has good capabilities in tracking objects even they have been split or merged. Fig. 16 shows the results when observed objects have some merging and splitting conditions. Case 1: if () SOCi is zero, the object i in the current frame is a new object.
Analyzing Object Statuses
Case 2: if () SOCi is one, the object i appears both in the current and previous frames. Case 4: if () SORj is zero, then the object j in the previous frame disappears in the current frame. 13 Case 5: if () SORj is one, the object j appears both in the current and previous frames.
Case 6: if () SORj is larger than one, the object j in the previous frame is split into different objects in the current frame like the case shown in Fig. 10 .
According to the above analysis, different strategies can be applied for handling different surveillance situations.
Object Shadow Elimination
In the previous section, through the level set method, different objects have been extracted from video sequences. However, due to sunshine or other light conditions, some undesired shadows will appear in these sequences and lead to the failure of consequent analysis works like counting objects, estimating object locations, analyzing object behaviors, and so on.
For tackling this problem, in this paper, a coarse-to-fine approach is used to eliminate all unwanted shadows. This technique also has been discussed in our previous work [20] . The first thing to detect shadows is to find the orientation of a moving shadow region.
Like Fig. 11 , with the line determined by the orientation R θ and the gravity center G P of the shadow object, the unwanted shadow can be roughly detected. The orientation of an object can be estimated from the properties of object moments. Given a two-dimensional function (,) fxy, the central moment of f(x, y) at order () pq + can be defined as: 
Then, according to Eq.(21), the orientation of R can be obtained.
After calculating the orientation of the detected object, in what follows, we want to present a method to detect one boundary line for roughly cutting the shadows from the background. This paper assumes the shadows, wanting to be removed, touch the person at the person's feet. Then, a straight line can be used to roughly separate shadows from the detected object. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the shadow region 2 R expects to be cut from the object region R by the line RR PQ . Since the line RR PQ is used to roughly cut a shadow into two different parts, the point R P can be chosen as the maximum vertical difference between two adjacent points along the silhouette of the region R . The silhouette curve 
Let R θ be denoted as the orientation of the object region R .
RR
PQ can be defined as the line that passes through R P with the orientation R θ . Therefore, without deciding the point With RR PQ , the region R will be separated into different two parts, i.e., 1 R and 2 R .
Since the pixel intensities of a shadow region tend to be black, it will look more uniform and have a smaller intensity variance than its corresponding object region. Therefore, according to this observation, the shadow region 2 R can be easily identified by choosing one of the separated regions if it has a smaller variance. However, the line RR PQ cannot completely detect all shadow pixels from R since the boundary between R and the associated shadow is not a regular curve. The goal at this stage is to find a rough approximation of the shadow region from R as a base for modeling shadows. Then, with the modeling process, all the unwanted shadows can be removed more accurately at the refined stage.
In order to completely eliminate the unwanted shadow of R, we need to build a proper shadow model to model the pixels in 2 R . Due to different lighting sources, shadows can have different orientations. Clearly, if the orientation of the shadow is not considered in modeling, small pieces of non-shadow regions near shadow boundaries will be misclassified.
In order to model shadows more accurately, it is better to map the original coordinates into elliptic coordinates as follows: 
where x µ and y µ are the means of the x and y coordinates of pixels in 2 R , respectively, 
where s w is the weight for the s coordinate, t w the weight for the t coordinate, I w the weight for the intensity component, s σ the variance of s , and t σ is the variance of t .
Here, different weights to each parameter are used for improving the validity and elasticity of this model. In this model, s w , t w , and I w are set to 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively. In what follows, details of the complete procedure for removing unwanted shadows are described:
Shadow Elimination Algorithm
Step 1: Apply the level set technique to extract a set of moving objects { } 1,...,
Step 2: For each object k R , repeat the following steps: 
Experimental Results
In order to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed scheme, three sets of experiments were used. All the used sequences were obtained by a general video camera and with the same image size 320 ×240. For the first experiment, a static camera was used to capture a series of image frames for examining the effectiveness of the proposed object detection scheme. As to the second experiment, a moving camera was used for testing the proposed camera compensation method. For the last experiment, a series of images were used for evaluating the performances of our proposed shadow elimination algorithm.
For the first set of experiments, Fig. 13 shows the results when the background is static and only a single object appears in the monitored environment. On the other hand, the observed objects often have some interactions like talking or saying hello to each other. In this paper, we use an object relation table to analyze such interactions. Fig. 16 shows the case when two moving pedestrians move closely. It seems they have some conversations. Thus, through building this object relation table, different tracking statuses can be clearly identified and analyzed even though the objects merged and split several times. Fig. 17 shows another case when two groups of pedestrians appear.
The next experiment is to deal with the problem when the background is not static. In Fig. 18, (a) is the original sequence captured by a moving camera. Through the proposed camera compensation, all the images in (a) can be compensated for keeping the background static (as shown in (b)). Then, according to the level set algorithm, the moving pedestrians can be successfully extracted from (a) and shown in (c).
The third set of experiments is used to show the performances of our shadow elimination algorithm. Fig. 19 shows the case when one pedestrian appears in the analyzed sequence. Clearly, whatever the surveillance environment is, all unwanted shadows can be completely removed with the proposed method. From these experiments, the superiority of the proposed method can be clearly verified.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for tracking multiple objects using the level set technique. The framework first uses the camera compensation technique and the background subtraction to obtain desired object motions. Then, through defining a
proper speed function, all desired object boundaries can be efficiently and effectively detected by using a level-set method. Furthermore, an object relation table is created to analyze different behaviors of detected objects. In addition to the tracking technique, this paper also proposed a shadow elimination method for eliminating unwanted pedestrian-like shadows from the analyzed sequence. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(a) A camera compensation technique was proposed for compensating the background.
Then, different object motions can be well extracted through a subtraction technique.
(b) A proper speed function was proposed for tracking desired moving object. Thus, different objects can be quickly detected and tracked through curve evolutions.
(c) When analyzing the moving objects, an object relation table was proposed for efficiently analyzing object's behaviors. Table 3 presents the relationships of objects in Fig. 10 . 
